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- COMMUNITY CONVERSATION
- POVERTY SIMULATIONS
- POVERTY & COACHING INSTITUTES
- PROSPERITY COACHES NETWORK
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Prosperity Initiative:
The John T. Vucurevich Foundation seeks to invest in community programs and partners that align collaborative approaches to move people who aspire to break the cycle of poverty through a continuum of success from cradle to career. Together we can become a poverty informed community working from a common framework to help people achieve prosperity.
Next Steps

- RFP to identify an anchor organization
  - Coordinate and deploy the Coaches Network
  - Implement and coordinate a community wide system of mentors/navigators

- Continuum of Success Diagram
  - Map the service providers
  - Connect the programs JTVF funds
Examples of connecting programs

- Western Dakota Tech
  - Program Up – Catholic Social Services
  - Starting Strong – Early Childhood Connections
  - Jumpstart Daycare at Rapid City High School – YMCA
  - Partnership Rapid City
    - Beyond the Books
    - Teen Up
    - JAG

- Campaign For Grade Level Reading
  - School readiness
  - Summer learning
  - Attendance